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7 top tips you need to know

before you travel post covid

pandemic so you can be safe

while enjoying your trip
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Hey, there fellow traveler, 

Ola here, I'm so excited that 
you got your hands on this freebie.

I'm someone that has a busy life just like you and
while I love to travel I dont like to waste time
figuring out what the best thing is or even worse
putting my health at risk

So I compiled this quick checklist with the top 7
tips to guide you on navigating your way in the
world post covid pandemic. 
Even with the vaccinations, we can't be too lax
and we need to look after ourselves and
everyone around us. 

I'm very passionate about helping people travel
more and do so in the most cost-effective and
hassle-free way. 

Super excited we crossed paths!
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Travel destination1
Nowadays is a great opportunity to explore nature,
the outdoors, and open spaces. Sure you can go on
city breaks but try and avoid the very busy ones,
book ahead of time if you're looking to visit
museums and indoor spaces, and be realistic about
the time you'd spend at each place (expect queues).

Just because you're a bit worried about going
abroad doesn't mean you can't see the beauty of
your home country. Go for a road trip, camping,
hiking, or a beach holiday. Go and get that fresh air
and breath happy on your holidays. 
You might need just a bit more thought into where
you would go. Theme parks and holiday parks are
going to be busy, group holidays and experience
holidays, are still operational but you might want to
check the safety measures they have in place.

2 Mask on!
Yes, we can debate the scientific evidence behind it
till the cows come home but the reality is most
places and transport if not all would require you to
wear a mask. So just keep one in your pocket. 

You can look up small businesses on Etsy or the like
and support the people who need the income the
most. 
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3 Check your alcohol 
Not the drinking one, the sanitizing one, take
something with at least 60% alcohol in it. The
airports have plenty of sanitizing stations and so do
restaurants and attractions, but it's always handy to
have some. 
I know what you're thinking, the 100ml rule, well
carry wipes then and make sure they are effective
ones.

p.s. check out our packing guide to see how you can
get around the 100ml rule!

4 Mind the gap
Keep your distance and be wary of what you come
in contact with, wash your hands regularly, or
sanitize. Respect other peoples' space and give
them time to walk up in a queue or disembark the
flight etc. 

5 Check the government guidance
The situation is pretty fluid and subject to change
depending on the number of cases in different
countries. I know how upsetting it can be when
things don't go to plan but you need to remember
it's for your and others' safety, so take it on the chin
and bear with it. 
Keep an eye out for government updates, you can
sign up to get them on your phone or email as well. 
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6 Book with someone trustworthy
When it all goes south, you want to know you've got
someone on your side to handle that refund and
whatever hassle there might be. 
You've probably tried cold-faced websites and they
might have worked for you but nothing beats a
warm customized service from your personal travel
agent that doesn't charge a penny over the holiday
cost.
 
Yes, there's a shameless plug there but let's get
booking those holidays because life is too short to be
spent in one place!

7 Travel insurance
Get confirmation in writing from your insurance
company that your health and safety needs are
going to be covered under the policy that you have.
You don't want to find out otherwise during your trip
or when it gets canceled for whatever reason.

If you don't have travel insurance well, you're in luck!
Because we handle that as well as part of our travel
booking services, at no extra cost to you.



More resources that would make

you rock your travels
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A short concise guide on how to
travel solo safely, based on personal
experience and reviewed by solo
travelers. 
Solo travel doesn't have to be a
daunting experience.

Check out these tips and take the
plunge into what could be the best
life experience you can have.

Turn your packing nightmares into a
joyful breeze.
Also, see how you can get around
that 100ml rule and pack more in less
space. 

Checklists and cheatsheets included.

Get the packing guide here.

Looking for that next getaway or to book that travel
insurance? 

Get in touch and we can sort you out with a quote in
no time.

http://elevatewithola.com/dr-olas-guide-to-traveling-solo-safely/
http://elevatewithola.com/roll-and-fold-guide/
http://elevatewithola.com/travel-booking-form/


Here's To more awesome travels,

Ola A 

#elevatewithola 

Did you get value from this?

If you have any questions or you want to connect more, please

DO click one of my social links below.

       elevatewithola.com
 
       Elevate With Ola

facebook.com/ElevatewithOla

pinterest.co.uk/DrOlaAbbas/

I hope you did because each
time I make a resource for you, I
pour my heart into making sure
you get the absolute best
information to get you traveling
more and fulfilling your lifestyle
goals.
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Share this guide to Facebook  Tweet this guide

want to share this because you like to share?

http://www.elevatewithola.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjbOu2oJ6lbxNlymkT3CwIA
https://www.facebook.com/ElevatewithOla
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/DrOlaAbbas
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/DrOlaAbbas
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://elevatewithola.com/roll-and-fold-guide/
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?url=http://elevatewithola.com/roll-and-fold-guide/&text=
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?url=http://elevatewithola.com/roll-and-fold-guide/&text=

